
WRITING AT LEVEL 3

Level 3. Writing sentences, additional grammar, mechanics, friendly letter, paragraphs, writing process for
narrative/descriptive writing, using strong.

A and B are alike in their biological things. In [Country A] was not always speak english or French it was
different. Problems and their consequences As regards insufficient number of nurses, it implies main,
substantial problem. Key Skills Communication teaches you the skills you need to write a successful essay.
Improves sentence structure with basic grammar and figures of speech Teaches different styles and techniques
each week Quickly moves to introducing the 5 paragraph college level essay Focuses on writing the
five-paragraph formal essay Progresses to seven, nine- and eleven-paragraph essays Introduces the
composition of a research paper Moves to five-paragraph timed essays in 60 and 45 minutes Ends with
composing a five-paragraph essay in 30 minutes Guidelines, checklists and correct structure Creative poetry
writing with advanced figures of speech 30 lessons with lesson plans for either a one- or two-year format For a
detailed scope and sequence: Syllabus The Write Foundation has a free reading list for each curriculum level
to encourage reading of quality literature. In my home town rich people suffer a lot cos robbers take you as a
source of money there is a lot of insecurity, no poor medical facilities compared to A there is are programs
trying to help the less fortunate Uses a range of utility words home town, everyone, fights, policemen, city,
money , descriptive words ghetto, rude, corruptible, undescribable [indescribable], reckless, disorganise
[disorganized], primitive, illiterate, gradually, well developed, good, insecurity, poor , subject-specific words
crisis, conflicts, power shortage, water supply, employement [employment], government, transportation,
medical facilities and academic words similar, compared, situation, programs related to curricular concepts.
Describe things that are the same and different. To: Col. Vast majority of doctors are officers who had been
caring Polish casualties during our involvement in Iraq. Level 2: Edits sentences for end punctuation. Becky
decides to plan ahead and identifies the key things she will need to concentrate on. Her brief is to find out how
to set up a health club that will be run as a business and to present her findings in an essay of between 1, and
1, words. It is designed for high school students to satisfy high school English requirements. Level 3: Writes
complex sentences no evidence and simple paragraphs. Benchmark Ratings. Approaching Level 3: Edits
sentences for placement of apostrophes, quotation marks, a variety of tenses and common irregularly spelled
words. Connects ideas in a basic paragraph using conjunctions because, and, but , time markers no evidence
and sequence markers also, as well as. There is no snow, everything is green but here snow and white. Here is
an example of teaching the super sight word "could" through the Replace the Space format. Children can click
on any word to hear the word said aloud so they never have to face the frustration of not knowing what a word
is "saying. Lots of students feel anxious when they first face the task of putting words to paper. Level 3:
Produces text for specific purposes. The title of the essay is: "Research and outline factors in setting up a local
health club. This vetting will comprise of a physical examination, an inspection with a metal detector and
sniffing by a dog. View full size Student writing sample: I one of the [Country A] people. It reviews how to
write a multi-paragraph paper and focuses on formal essays, introducing the student to college level essay
writing. Benchmark Ratings. Level 2: Writes nouns pets, rules , verbs in present tense has, is, are, speak , past
tense was, came, allowed , continuous tense, pronouns I, My , prepositions of, to, in , articles the , adjectives
too much and adverbs no evidence. Lesson plans formatted in an easy-to-follow system Begins with a 3
paragraph rewrite of a parable and then a 4 paragraph myth Reinforces the organizational process of
brainstorming, outlining, rough draft and editing. American partners propose to establish two separate zones
for each polling station. Taks 2 first topic chosen Introduction The intention of this report is to outline the
issue of the military health service in Poland. Edits sentences for end punctuation. If this has been your
experience, you're not alone. Luke 


